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The project is a continuation from the pilot project’s success in October 2019, with an aim to
inspire, inform and educate young people aged 11-14 (KS3) about fungi. By working directly with
the same two secondary schools - Bristol Metropolitan Academy and Fairfield High - and engaging
their nature clubs, we have reached budding young naturalists and scientists. This year’s project
development and success was achieved by working closely with Justin Smith
Foundation, Grow Wilder and school staff as well as taking on board
students’ feedback from the pilot project.
Core project elements for each school were: students growing edible
mushrooms in their school, an assembly introducing the wonders of fungi,
and a day at Grow Wilder in October to discover more about fungi and
nature. During this visit students explored the site with a fungi expert, took
photos and identified mushrooms, learnt more about the life history and
multiple uses of fungi, and ate their own school-grown mushrooms on toast.

Above: Fungi related activities on the day, including students’ drawings
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Above: Students visiting
Grow Wilder during the
project

Outcomes and impact
•

Approximately 150 students learnt about fungi during our
school assembly presentations

•

Approximately 40 students cared for fungi in their schools

•

28 students visited Grow Wilder

“The students and I all really enjoyed the trip
and it’s inspired me to look out for fungi. I went
for a walk yesterday and found loads!”
Teacher

Above: A student observing
fungal spores under a
microscope

“I loved the hunt for all the different fungi and
learning all about their different habitats”
Year 7 student

“This was very fun! I learnt so much about
fungi”
Year 7 student

This project has again shown a clear desire from schools for more
extra-curricular activities which expand students’ horizons and connect
them with nature. Students and teachers showed a clear interest in
fungi and gained more knowledge and understanding of it after the day
spent at Grow Wilder.

Above: Bristol Metropolitan
Academy students during the
fungi foray

Looking to Autumn 2022, the project could be expanded to include
more local secondary schools, running the same workshops at a
capacity of 15-20 students, over different days.
We value our long-standing relationship with Justin Smith Foundation
and we are grateful for their support for our work with children and
young people. We look forward to developing our partnership further
in the future.

Above: Students searching for
fungi in the field
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